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T here’s an old saying that some of the best things in life are free. There’s also a

counter-saying that warns us that we get what we pay for. So, when it comes to PS
Magazine, which is it?
Neither, really. It’s true PS is free for units (and the coolest technical bulletin out
there), but that doesn’t mean nobody’s footing the printing bill. The Army picks up the
tab because it has years of hard evidence that PS makes a difference. We help units save
time, money and yes, even lives. Now you can’t beat that, can you?
PS gets important info out in creative, memorable ways that pay off in the motor
pool and on the battlefield. If replacing an M2 machine gun pin for a couple of bucks
can save replacing a $500 barrel extension, you can bet the bean-counters sit up and
take notice.
PS keeps you in the know, so you know how to keep equipment rolling. We’ve been
rolling for more than 62 years now, and we’re sure glad you’re along for the ride.
Visit PS online at: https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
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MLRS Carrier…
ready
for your
bath?

1. Tighten all electrical
2. Always cover the LRUs. Then wipe them down with a
connections first to make sure damp cloth.
Cover sensitive electrical components
water can’t get inside.
before cleaning carrier bed

keep that highpresSure Water
away from me!
d’ya
wanna ruin my
electronics?!

Remember
these
guidelines
from
TM 9-1055647-13&P
when
cleaning
your
MLRS…

3. Never use high-pressure
water when cleaning the
interior and rear of the
carrier vehicle bed. Do
not flood the vehicle bed
or cab. Use a light spray
with normal tap pressure
and rinse with clean
water from a bucket.
4. Use soap and water to
clean rubber and plastic
material. Anything
stronger may cause
damage.

go easy with water
when cleaning
c

rewmen, a good cleaning to get rid of all the dirt, grime
and dust after a mission helps keep your MLRS ready
for action.
But not following the proper cleaning procedures
can damage expensive electronic line replaceable units
(LRU) like the launcher interface unit (LIU).
If you aren’t careful, water gets inside those
components and ruins them. Repairing or replacing them
is expensive.

5. Remove carrier drain
plugs and plates so
water can drain out. And
make sure that water is
disposed of according to
your unit’s SOP.
6. Clean the gunner’s display unit (GDU) with a soft, damp cloth and then wipe it dry.
7. You might have to use a paint scraper and/or a wire brush to remove heavy deposits of
rocket exhaust residue.
Following aLL these
steps will keep your
MLRS nice and clean
while its electronics
stay safe and dry.
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M1-Series Tanks…

A-20 Personnel Heater…

KEEP GUN CARD UPDATED
I know I’m
supposed to
exercise your main
gun if it hasn’t
been fired in the
last six months…

…, but
I can’t
remember
the last
time you
were
fired.

hot

lemme in!
it’s freEzing
out here!

Tips
to Keep
Out the
Cold

that’s
because
you didn’t
update my
gun card!

won’t do you
any goOd! A
power surge
knocked out
my heater!

crewmen, it may Be spring,
but the niGHTs can still get
cold. that’s where your A-20
personnel heater, NSN 254001-396-2826, comes in handY.

KeeP yoUr
heatEr
working With
thEse tWo
tips…

First

Crewmen, you know you’re supposed to update your DA Form 2408-4, Weapon

Record Data Card, after you fire the main gun on your M1-series tank.
But did you know you’re also supposed to update the card after you exercise the
recoil or borescope? If you don’t do that, your tank is now NMC!
You’re required to exercise the recoil and borescope the main gun every six
months if it hasn’t been fired. But you won’t know the last time this was done if the
gun card isn’t kept up-to-date.
Whether you use the M3 oil pump, the gun mount exerciser or fire the main gun,
be sure to update the gun card. The electronic version of the DA Form 2408-4 is on
the TACOM Unique Logistics Support Applications (TULSA) website:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/index.cfm
You’ll find more info by checking out PMCS Item 13 in WP 0477-25 of TM
9-2350-264-23-2-3 (Jul 11, w/Ch 1, Jan 13) and PMCS Item 10 in WP 0258-24 of
TM 9-2350-388-23-2-2 (Jan 09 w/Ch 1, Oct 11).
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Before that cold night
arrives, make sure to set the
RUN-OFF-START switch on the
vehicle control for the heater
to OFF whenever it’s slaved to
another vehicle. If you don’t, a
power surge can damage the
heater’s electrical components.
That’ll put your heater out of
action and you may not know
it until you need it.

Second

Flip selector switch to
LOW when temps are
above freezing

Turn heater switch OFF
while slaving to avoid
damaging heater

Don’t set your heater on
HIGH (60,000 BTUs) if the
temperature is above freezing.
Set your heater to LOW (30,000
BTUs). If you constantly run
the heater on HIGH, the wick
burns out and then your warm
oasis will be a cold mirage.
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M777A2 Towed Howitzer…

M119A3 Towed Howitzer…

Seal it Tight to Keep Battery Right
what’s the
matter with
you, pal?

somebody forgot
to seal the vacuum
release valve on
my APUBS and now
it’s shorted out!

Ouch!

Don’t Put
DFCS In a
Pinch!

what
hApPenEd?

you
pinched
some
cables
when you
closed
my CLE!

o perators, be sure to keep the vacuum release valve on your M119A3 howitzer’s

artillery portable universal battery power supply (APUBS) sealed tight after the
battery cover is installed.
Heavy rain can force water
inside the APUBS through
the vacuum relief valve and
cause a short. That’ll put your
howitzer out of action quick.

crewmen, it’s easy to
pinch or even break the
cables inside your M7 7 7A2’s
communication location
enclosure (CLE) when you
open or close it.

Damaging the
cables will put
your digital fire
control system
(DFCS) out of
action in a hurry!

Before closing the

CLE cover, make sure
that all cables are
completely inside the
enclosure and clear
of the CLE cover seal.

Tuck
all
cables
inside
CLE
before
closing
cover

Seal vacuum release valve
tight to keep water out of
battery compartment

Keeping the seal tight and water out of the battery compartment is easy. Just follow
the instructions for the valve that are written right next to it on the battery cover. Turn
the valve clockwise to seal it and counterclockwise to open it.
If you have to open the battery cover for any reason, be careful that no water gets
into the battery compartment.
Questions? Contact the TACOM Field Artillery and Support PSID Fire Control
Team at DSN 786-9048, (586) 282-9048, or send an email to:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-fa-core-team@mail.mil

And when removing or installing CLE equipment, be careful not to bend or twist
cables too much. Make sure all cables are routed correctly to avoid potential pinch
points inside the CLE, like the radio locking bar, cover stay and cover seal.
If your howitzer has a DFCS issue, check out the PMCS and troubleshooting
procedures in TM 9-1025-215-10 and TM 9-1025-215-24&P.
Questions? Contact TACOM’s fire control team at:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-fa-core-team@mail.mil
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M88-Series Recovery Vehicles…

Keep Track On Track with Good PM

Combat Vehicles…
no problem!

LoOks liKe
you need
some new
track pads.

TM 9-2530-200-24
has everything
I’ll need to KeEp
me in the Race!

ready
to go to
work?

not UntiL
you tighten
my track
hardware!

C

rewmen, not much will bring your M88-series recovery vehicle to a stop faster
than track trouble.
So be sure to check for missing or
loose end connectors and center guides.
If they’re loose, tighten ’em up. Then
inspect and torque ’em properly after
the mission’s done.
Also, after the center guide and end
connector hardware have been torqued,
remember to recheck the torque after
Check for loose or missing end connectors
30 to 50 miles.
Mechanics, take note of these upcoming changes to the IETM:
• Change the torque for the center guide’s self-locking nuts from 300-320 lb-ft to 375 lb-ft.
• When a track assembly is assembled
from eight block sections, the center
guide connection points require 375
lb-ft of torque. You’re also required to
torque the center guide on each side
of the connection point to 375 lb-ft.
• After the center guide and end
connector hardware have been
tightened, recheck the torque after 30
to 50 miles of operation.

Where To Go For Track Pad Info
Dear Half-Mast,
Is there a quick-reference chart that’ll tell me what types of track
pads go with what combat vehicle? I have supply guys working for
me in the warehouse who have a real tough time trying to figure all
this out. If there’s something out there that’ll make finding that info
easier, I’d appreciate knowing where to find it.
							
SFC M.D.

Dear Sergeant M.D.,
You’ll find everything you’re
looking for in TM 9-2530-20024, Standards for Inspection and
Classification of Tracks, Track
Components and Solid-Rubber
Tires. It’ll give you the scoop on
the right kind of track pads for
each vehicle.
You’ll find it at the LOGSA
ETM website:
https://logsa.army.mil/etms
TM provides info for all
types of track pads

Follow the PMCS procedures in TM 9-2350-256-10 for the A1 and TM 9-2350292-10 for the A2 and your vehicle’s tracks should have plenty of trouble-free miles.
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Need GRS Facts?
We’ve Got Your Backs!

GRS Guidance

Tactical
Vehicles…

as directed by TACOM SOUM 10022, you must view the Gunner’s
Restraint System video before
operating the GRS.

Connie, I know PS has
written about gunner
restraint systems (GRS)
before, but we still
have some questions
about how to use them.

The video is
available online at:

https://atn.army.mil

Just click on
Videos on the top
menu and then go
to Training Skills
Videos to retrieve
it. You can watch
it in less than 15
minutes.

Also, TACOM SOUM 09-013
provides more GRS guidance.
You can eyeball it and TACOM
SOUM 10-022 at these links…

No worries!
Here’s what
you should
know…

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/safety/soum/tacom_wn/soum09-013.html
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/safety/soum/tacom_wn/sou10-022.html

What’s a GRS?

GRS PMCS
Operators, be sure you
read and follow the GRS
operation and maintenance
guidance found in the
latest TM or TB.

The GRS is part of an
occupant protection system
that includes a harness, tail
strap, a rigidly mounted
retractor, and possibly a
turret seat assembly.

737 10-11.indd 1-2

form the following
Before Operations
GRS PMCS…

Check the harness, tail strap, sling seat, mount retractor,
turret brackets, buckles and clasp ends for security, damage
and proper operation. If the harness, tail strap, or sling seat
assembly is missing, frayed, damaged, or doesn’t fasten, adjust,
retract or operate as designed, the vehicle is NMC.
Check the spring-loaded pin, D-ring, and quick-release for
bends or cracks, too. If you find bends or cracks, your vehicle
is NMC.
And finally, if you see that the spring-loaded pin doesn’t
fully seat into the female buckle, your vehicle is NMC.
Make sure you have and use a working GRS on your vehicle.
Otherwise, you could be badly hurt or killed if there’s a rollover
accident.

it’s a personal safety
restraint device, just
like seat belts, seat belt
restraint systems, safety
straps, and other safety
devices used to secure or
provide a safety mechanism
for Soldiers operating or
riding in a vehicle.
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Which GRS
is Best?

Kits that
contain GRS
harness, NSN
4240-01-5428160, are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The only approved GRS
devices are those certified
by TACOM. Make sure you
use the right GRS for your
vehicle model.

That allows you
to use the correct
lower retractor and
mounting brackets
for your vehicle.

Basic HMMWV gunner restraint kit, NSN 2540-01-559-1734
M1114 up-armored HMMWV kit, NSN 2540-01-542-7412
M1151A1 up-armored HMMWV kit, NSN 2540-01-542-1130
M1167 TOW up-armored HMMWV (no kit is available, so use gunner
restraint harness, NSN 4240-01-542-8160, and the lower retractor,
NSN 2540-01-573-9444)
Cougar (all models) kit, NSN 2540-01-542-7412
PLS (base) and HEMTT (base/A1/A2), NSN 2540-01-582-5139
FMTV long-term armored strategy (LTAS) kit, NSN 2540-01-571-8576
FMTV low signature armored cab (LSAC) kit, NSN 2540-01-569-6578
FMTV RADIAN armored crew kit (RACK) kit, NSN 2540-01-569-8599
(unarmored trucks can also use the RACK design)

Mixing or modifying
personal safety
restraint system kits
or components puts
you at serious risk.

Kits that
contain GRS
harness,
NSN 2540-01593-9739, are:

The
official
guidance on
deadlining
is this…

737 12-13.indd 1-2
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• MRAP and route clearance models: CAIMAN   
(all variants), JERRV, M-ATV, MaxxPro
Ambulance, MaxxPro Cat I, MaxxPro Dash,
MaxxPro MEAP, MaxxPro Plus, M1227 Panther,
RG-31A0 (MKI, MKII, MKIII), RG-31A1 (MKV),
RG-31A2 D04, RG31A2 (MKVE), RG31A2 RTR and
RG33 (all models) kit, NSN 2540-01-597-6306.

Again, do not
mix or modify
components of
GRS kits. That’s
not authorized!

Deadline Guidelines

the only approved
gunner’s restraint
harnesses are NsN
4240-01-542-8160,
and for MRaP, NsN
2540-01-593-9739.

Commercially
available GRS are
not authorized
for use in Army
vehicles, either.

Replace any
unauthorized
GRS with the
authorized
version.

Reinforce Rollover Rehearsals
Commanders, make
sure your Soldiers
are trained and
rehearsed in rollover
and Egress drills.
The GRS provides
maximum protection
when Soldiers are
trained and ready for
a rollover.
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Misrouted Wiring
Warrants Warranty

HEMTT -A4…

HEMTT -A4…

there’s got to be a
better way to find the
O-rings we need for
the hyDraulic filter!

pays yEr
money and
takes yer
chance!

Dear Half-Mast,
We need your help with the hydraulic
filter shown as Item 69 in Fig 384 of
the HEMTT -A4 IETM, TM 9-2320326-14&P (EM 0288). The figure
breaks out the filter element, but
doesn’t show the O-rings that are
required for service. How can we
get them?		
		
SFC D.B.

Dear Sergeant D.B.,
The O-rings you need come with
NSNs 5331-01-618-2067 and 533100-172-7223. TACOM LCMC will
include them in a future revision to
the HEMTT -A4 IETM.

uh-oh! Something inside
my engine compartment
doesn’t feel right!

uh-oh is
right!

it may be
some of
Your wiring
harnesses
were routed
over your
hydraulic
distribution
manifold.

Uh-oh! That’s what we sometimes hear when a mistake is made. But it’s not until the
mistake is found that we can focus on the solution.
A manufacturing error resulted in the wiring harnesses being routed directly across the
top of the hydraulic distribution manifold in some HEMTT -A4 trucks. Routed this way, the
wiring harness might start a fire.

HEMTT -A4, PLS A1…

Switch OfF hydraulic enable switch
o

The solution is for you
mechanics to inspect
all HEMTT -A4 hydraulic
distribution manifolds.
Make sure that no
wiring harnesses are
routed over the top of
the manifold.

perators, make sure you turn off your vehicle’s hydraulic enable switch and move
the rotary selection switches to the OFF position after the day’s run.
Check
If you leave them on, the hydraulic
switch if
manifold solenoids burn out. That means
MAIN HYD
you’ll lose auxiliary capabilities such as
ENABLE
pumping, winching, crane operations, and
light is on
tow cylinder functions.
So make sure you turn the switches off.
By the way, you’ll know the switches are
still on if you see the MAIN HYD ENABLE
light illuminated on the dash inside the cab.

If you find any, contact Oshkosh Corporation to schedule the vehicle for repair.
They’re at: WarrantyClaims@defense.oshkoshcorp.com
Oshkosh will provide the required parts and labor to fix the trucks at no cost to your
unit. They’ll repair the vehicles as part of a retrofit effort that includes rerouting the
wiring harnesses.
Need more assistance? Contact your TACOM LCMC logistics assistance representative
(LAR) or your state surface maintenance manager.
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Failed
Hydraulic Pump Assemblies
Under Warranty

M978A4 HEMTT…

MaN! my
hydraulic pump
assembly has
failed again!

really!? dang! now
we’ll have to pay for a
replacement because the
warranty has expired!

Warranty Window

The improved hydraulic pump assembly has a 12-month warranty that starts the
day the pump is shipped to the warranty location.
And the old hydraulic pump assembly now has an extended warranty. The
warranty for Active Duty units ends on 1 Sep 15. Because their fuel tankers aren’t
used as much, the warranty for National Guard and Reserve Components doesn’t
end until 1 Sep 17. Once the warranty expires, units will have to pick up the tab for
replacements.

Upcoming Update

The new and improved hydraulic pump assembly will be included in the next
TM update.
Want more details about this issue? Eyeball TACOM Maintenance Information
Message 14-004 online:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/message.cfm?id=MI14-004.html
HMMWV…
no, you wOn’t!
now you can get a
new and improved
hydraulic pump
assembly with the
extended warranty.

keeping water out of turret
Dear Half-Mast,
We have trouble
with water coming
in the M1151A1
HMMWV’s gunner
turret. Water
can short out the
expensive electronics
inside the HMMWV. Is
there a tarp we can
order that will keep
out the water?

A lot of hydraulic pump assemblies, NSN 4320-01-579-1044, on the M978A4

HEMTT have failed. That’s not good news because the hydraulic pump assembly
is a vital and expensive component of tanker fueling operations. If it fails, fueling
operations come to a screeching halt!
But here’s some good news. Units can get a new and improved hydraulic
pump assembly, NSN 4320-01-618-6603, at no cost through the Oshkosh warranty
claim process.

Warranty Walk-thru

In a nutshell, your unit will notify Oshkosh of the failed part, then Oshkosh will
confirm it. Units are responsible for installing the replacement hydraulic pump
assembly they get from the manufacturer.
Make sure TM 9-2320-326-14&P in IETM EM 0288 (Oct 08) is used to verify
your M978A4 HEMTT’s hydraulic pump assembly has failed. Your unit can request
the replacement pump by emailing a warranty claim form to Oshkosh Corporation at:
warrantyclaims@defense.oshkoshcorp.com
Download a copy of the claim form at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/
?t=soum&f=OshkoshWarrantyClaimFrm.xlsx
For accountability and tracking purposes, you must also send the warranty claim
to TACOM LCMC’s HEMTT equipment specialist, Jaime Albers, at:
jaime.t.albers.civ@mail.mil
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Mr. D.M.

Dear Mr. D.M.,
There is no tarp in the Army
system made specifically for
the M1151. However, NSN
2540-00-587-2532 brings
a 12x7-ft tarp that can be
strapped in place with some
bungee cords. Or if your post
has a canvas shop, get them to
make you a cover.
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D7G Tractor…

Fixing Rear Winch a Cinch
Great! Your winch
cable is broken. That’s
gonna cost our unit a
lotta dough!

Not so fast!
You don’t have to
buy a new cable
assembly.

Fixing it is a
heckuva lot
cheaper!

Cut off the damaged end of the cable. Hold the cut end of the cable so the wires
don’t unravel. Wrap the end with a small piece of wire to keep it from unraveling.
Measure back six feet from the end of the cable. Bend the end back to that point
and put a clamp around both lengths of cable. Make sure the clamp’s saddle is on the
live wire and tighten the clamp.
Place clamps with saddles on live wire

Continue adding clamps every six inches and tightening them. Be sure the saddles
are on the live wire. And don’t forget to put the thimble in place on the loop formed
by bending back the cable.
When all the clamps are in place, go back and torque the nuts to 165 lb-ft.
Retorque the clamps after you’ve used the cable for the first time. Do it again
before each use of the cable.

Able Cable Roller

Another important winch check is to make sure the cable
roller is in place and working.

A broken or damaged rear
winch cable, NSN 4010-01-259-2713,
is a headache nobody needs.

But if the damage is near the end of
the cable, you may be able to fix it
and save your unit some big bucks!

Without that roller, the
cable winds unevenly on
the winch drum.

what
a
pain!

Make repairs to the 200-ft
long cable assembly using
these parts…
That leads to pinching and broken strands
all along the cable. Not only is that a safety
hazard, but the cable has to be replaced.
that’s an expensive and time-consuming job.

Wire rope thimble,
NSN 4030-00-266-0071
Shackle,
NSN 4030-01-287-2358

So before every mission, eyeball the cable roller. if it’s
missing or bent out of place, report it to your mechanic.

Wire rope clamp,
NSN 4030-00-243-4438

now that you’ve
saved some
Money, maybe you
could get some
oil to clean and
lube my cable!

Hook,
NSN 4030-01-289-6202
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You were right.
Fixing your cable
was really easy.
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Fix That Sneaky Coupling Leak

130G
Road
Grader…

H100C Scoop Loader…
You need a new
alternator, but
I’m not sure
what to order.

Clunk

well, I
haven’t been
up-armored,
so you’d
better get
the old style
alternator.

what
the—!?

I don’t get it!
What HapPened
To yOur power?
I think I’ve
got a leak in my
turbocharger
coupling!

Pick Between the Old and New
T

O

perators, loss of engine power will bring your road grader to a screeching halt. A
lot of the time, the cause is a turbocharger coupling leak.
If the coupling is loose,
misaligned, or its seal rings are
Look for misaligned coupling...
missing or damaged, your grader
will lose some turbo boost and may
seem sluggish.
So eyeball the coupling for a bad
connection to the muffler. Check
for signs of leakage, such as carbon
stains. Then look at the seal ring
to see if it’s missing, cracked, split
or torn.
If you find any of these problems,
tell your mechanic. He’ll loosen
…missing seal rings, or signs of damage
the muffler-to-turbo connection and
align the muffler with the coupling.
While he does that, he can check out the seal rings. If they’re damaged, he’ll
replace them, including the packing and gaskets.
Once everything’s OK, he’ll tighten the connection and you’re back in business.
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he H100C 5-yd scoop loader has seen many years of Army service in locations all over the
world. Since it was fielded in the 1970s, a lot of parts have been replaced—not always with
the original components.
Alternators lead the list. Here are two of the most commonly used replacement alternators:

Old Style Alternator

The “old-style” 50-amp alternator, NSN 2920-00-231-7270, is the typical one used for many
years. It’s the original alternator that came with the H100C and has a long case.
Old style
alternator has
a long case
New style
alternator has
a short case

New Style Alternator

The “new-style” 70-amp alternator, NSN 6115-01-440-7397, is the replacement used on
many H100Cs the last few years. It’s the one typically installed on loaders that have been uparmored for use in SWA and has a short case.
Before ordering a replacement alternator, check the defective alternator’s data tag
first. While the two alternators listed above are the most common, other models and styles
may have been used as a result of field replacements. Those are also OK to use if you can
find a replacement.
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All Aircraft…

CH-47D/F…

Protect
Anticollision
Light

uh-Oh!
LoOks
Like THE
bladEs
were’nt
pitched
RighT!

O

when doing slingloading
operations, make sure the riggers
and those doing the final RigGing
inspectiOn aren’t the Same People!

Sling Loading
Operations CLARIFIED

OK, Fellers!
Go ahead and
Order a new
ANti-CollisiOn
light!

O n Page 41 of PS 731 (Oct 13), we said that FM 4-20.198, Multiservice Helicopter

Sling Load: Single-Point Load Rigging Procedures and FM 4-20.199, Multiservice
Helicopter Sling Load Dual-Point Load Rigging Procedures, hadn’t been converted
to TMs. That’s no longer true.
The FMs are now TM 4-48.10, Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load: Single-Point
Load Rigging Procedures, and TM 4-48.11, Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load
Dual-Point Load Rigging Procedures. You can find them on the APD website:
http://armypubs.army.mil/doctrine/Active_TM.html
The article also stated that all loads must be rigged by an air assault-qualified
person. That needs a little more clarification.
Rigging can be done by anyone the unit authorizes to rig the load. The final
inspection must be done by someone who is air assault- or pathfinder-qualified or
who is qualified through the sling load inspector certification course (SLICC). That
person should not be involved in the original rigging.
Doing sling loading operations right means doing it by the book, not by the seat of
your pants.
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nly you can prevent damage to your Chinook
anti-collision light, mechanics.
The key is to make sure the cockpit flight
controls stay centered after flight. That way, the
blade dampener can’t hit your aircraft’s anticollision light when the rotor blades are angled.
Center
flight
controls
before
rotating
blades

If you change or move the flight controls while
performing maintenance, the rotor blades and
rotor head pitch varying housing are adjusted to a
pitched angled position.
When you rotate the angled rotors while they
are pitched, you can be certain the anti-collision
light will get smashed by the blade dampener
on the aft rotor. You can’t fly without the light
because it’s an FAA requirement.
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The anti-collision light can be seen with night vision goggles (NVG) and can be
switched between NVG-capable and normal operation. The normal mode is used
around airfields without NVG operations and switches to NVG when the situation
requires it. Replacing a broken light will take a $3,000 bite out of your unit’s pocket.
On the other end of the aircraft, the forward rotor’s blade cuff can smash into the
forward maintenance platform latches if they are left open.
Close
latches on
forward
platform
before
rotating
blades

m
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bla
m
bla

M230
Automatic
Gun…

Latch
Latch

P
t
ho

UH/HH-60A/L/M…
I still haven’t
got that
replacement
shaft assembly
fan!

I know what you mean!
I’m having the same
problem getting a
shaft assembly drive! I
wonder what’s going on?

e
h
t
or
f
M

I reAlly
do feEl like
A hOtsHoT…

Save yourself unnecessary maintenance repairs. Always check the clearance of the
forward and aft rotors before the flight controls are moved from the centered position
during maintenance. Never rotate the blades until the controls are centered.

s
t
o
H

Soldiers! those parts
you NeEd aren’t being
turned in for repair.
That’s slowing doWn the
availability of parts.

0
3
2
M
m
bla am
bl m
bla am
bl

…thanks to
AlL tHis GreAT
PM I’vE bEen
GetTing!

R

emembering these PM pointers can keep your M230 automatic gun the hotshot
weapon it deserves to be.
Most problems with the M230 can be completely eliminated if you clean and
lube the weapon like it says in the round- and time-dependent checks listed in IETM
1-1520-LONGBOW/APACHE for the AH-64D and E.

Return Critical Assets for Repair
M

echanics, maintenance and overhaul programs only work if you send in unserviceable
parts for repair.
If you have an unserviceable shaft assembly fan, NSN 1615-01-158-9517, or a shaft
assembly drive, NSN 1615-01-158-9522, turn it in ASAP. The need for these items is critical.
If units don’t turn them in, they won’t be in the supply system when needed.
So turn in those unserviceable parts without delay. If you do your part, the supply
system can, too.
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I need to be
completely
cleaned and lubed
if you expect me
to do my best.
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When loading ammo using the sideloader,
use AUTOMATIC mode. MANUAL should
be used only if AUTOMATIC fails to work.
If you do have to use MANUAL, make sure
to turn off the sideloader/magazine controller
(S/MC) when you’re done. Otherwise, the
ammo handling system could be damaged.

The Forgotten Mission
of NoSurprise

Stardate
Stardate 24674.7…
24674.7…
the
NoSurprise warps
warps out
out
the Starship
Starship NoSurprise
of
planet
of planet Zeltar’s
Zeltar’s atmosphere…
atmosphere…

Turn SMC off when you’re done side loading in MANUAL

if you forget, the sprocket in
the right-hand forward elbow
will twist off and break.

Also, it could jam
me badly enough to
break my internal
components.

Before a mission, make sure
the hydraulic lines for the turret
actuator are properly positioned
and secured. Improper positioning
of the 45-degree angle fitting on
the turret actuator or of the hose
bumper can cause the hydraulic
hoses to get tangled with the feed
chutes. Follow the procedures in
IETM 1-1520-LONGBOW.
Be careful to put in the sideloader
declutching block correctly. It’s
very easy to get it wrong and that
bends the guide for the ammo
trays. The guide should fit in the
groove of the block and the block
should be flush against the front
plate. If the block can be wiggled
freely, you’ve got it right. If the
block won’t move, you need to
make sure the guide is positioned
in the block groove.
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Captain Sirk, I have
a faint distress
call from starFleEt
command.

Tie off actuator hydraulic lines

Lt. Alhura,
patch it through
the viewscreen!

Declutching block should wiggle freely…
Captain Sirk,
we’ve { --- } attacked
by the Sorg { --- }
Omega anti-weapon!
Systems { --- } failing!
You must return to
earth to stop—

… if you’ve got it in right

26
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Captain!
I lost the
transmission.

Red
alert!

…three,

two, one!

Prepare
for
transwarp
hyperdrive
jump to
earth. The
Sorg have
attacked!

Engage
transwarp!

All frequencies in
the galaxy have sudDenly gone silent.

Down in the engine room…

Engineering team, power
up the transwarp drive.
Deploy the super trilithium
crystal generators.

Ensign Jones, prepare
the star drive to
jump to transwarp
hyperspeed.
great
googleymoOgley!

Captain
Sirk!
Captain,
life support
systems
are failing
on aLl the
ships!

We’re
ready To
give her all
she’s got!
Checkoff,
Tusu, on my
mark…
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Captain, the
Sorg are
powering up
their weapons
to fire!
mR. SprOCk,
beam the
survivors of
those ships
to sicKbay,
then raise Our
ShiElds!
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A few
minutes
later, the
captain’s
strategy
roOm…

Tusu! Checkoff!
Fire all lasers
and proton
torpedoes, now!

Captain, based on my scans and
ANalysis of the other ships, I
believe we can introduce a nanovirus into the collective…

Sir, my tricorder scans indicate The
Omega device creates The illusion
that PM systems are malfunctioning
when they actually are not.

Our weapons are
Down, Sir. We’re
losing power!

…by
patching it
through the
beaming frequencies!

Cappel
is right,
Captain.

Scans show we’ve
been hit by their
Omega device. All
PM systems are in
shutdown mode.

Captain,
we’re being
hailed by the
Sorg ship.

Onscreen,
Alhura.

When we TriEd
To deploy our
weapons, I
got messages
saying ‘Trilithium
depleted, engine
power at 40
percent.’ All
ship diagnostics
SHowEd warnings
of no PM.

OK! Looks
like we’ve
got a
solution.

Let’s take
out those
Sorg!

gah!

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE.
YOUR SHIPS AND PM
SYSTEMS ARE DESTROYED. WE
WILL ASSIMILATE YOU INTO
OUR COLLECTIVE. YOU HAVE
ONE HOUR TO SURRENDER!
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Back on the bridge…
We’re ready
to receive
your boarding
party.

Captain, we
have an open
frequency
signal to
beam them
aboard.

WE ARE READY TO
BEAM ABOARD. YOU
ARE WISE, CAPTAIN
SIRK, NOT TO RESIST.

Tusu and
Checkoff, fire
all proton
torpedoes
and Lasers,
full power!

Transporter
room, beam
them to the
bridge!

Captain,
the nanOvirus
package
has been
delivered!

AlHura, when
they materialize,
fire at WiLl.

mr. sprocK, the plan Worked! they
CoulDn’t adapt to Our lasers!

Sir, I’m receiving reports
from all over the ship that
aLl systems are coming
online and PM diagnostics
are underway.
Captain, the Sorg ship
and the Omega device
have been destroyed!
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Avenger Missile System…
alhUra,
open hailing
frequencies.

Tell HQ the
Sorg have been
Destroyed.
aye, aye,
captain sirk!

Later…

now that we’ve donned
our 21st century clothing…

the Sorg Omega
device and the
NoSurprise
are fictional,
but preventive
maintenance and
its results are
never fictional
for equipment.

Failing to do PM
is like introducing
a virus into your
equipment. Things
start failing fast
and equipment
malfunctions.

…I’ll set your
time destination for
2014. energize.

The end
comes quickly
when PM is an
afterthought.
That’s No
Surprise.

ignoring PM
is like killing
your own
equipment.
Program
yourself to
take it
seriously.

here are some

PPU tips from Ft

Pull
Some
Prime
PPU
PM

Bliss that wilL
helP yOur AvenGer!

Dear Editor,
If you operate Avengers in cold weather, it can be difficult to fire up the
primary power unit (PPU).
Some Soldiers may not
Push
be aware that you can prime
primer
the PPU to make it easier
until it’s
to start. Just keep pushing
difficult
‘down on the primer, which
to move
is inside the PPU, until it’s
hard to move. Then start
the PPU. It should fire up
right away.
But before you turn on
Before turning
the environmental control
unit (ECU)/PPU, make sure
on ECU/PPU,
the blower is off and the
turn off blower
temperature
selector
is
and center
centered between HEAT and
temperature
COOL. Otherwise, the ECU/
selector
PPU won’t start and you can
mistakenly think you’ve got
major problems.
Add oil slowly
One other ECU/PPU tip:
and measure
Measure as you fill it with oil.
It holds only 31/2 quarts and
it’s easy to overfill. And that
can lead to leaks. Pour in
1
/2 quart and then measure.
Keep doing that until oil
reaches the FULL line.
SPC William Rosson
5/52 ADA
Ft Bliss, TX
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Avenger Missile System…
if you expect
the Avenger to
help you fight
the enemy, you
need to help it
be in the best
possible shape.
Here’s how you
can help…

How
YOU
Can
Help
Unplug the W87 cable when
the Avenger is going to sit. If the
slave cable isn’t unplugged while
the Avenger sits for days, both the
system and the truck batteries can
drain. Next thing you know, you’ve
got two sets of dead batteries. If
you’re not going to be operating for
several days, pull the plug inside the
vehicle. It takes only seconds.

Put down and secure
canopy before moving

Set azimuth brake for travel. Otherwise, the
turret will be spinning freely as you bounce down the
road. Imagine how much damage that could cause!

Unplug W87
cable when
Avenger sits

Before moving the
turret or the Avenger,
put down the canopy
and secure it. It takes so
little force to break the
canopy’s hinges. Then
your Avenger is NMC
until your repairman
replaces the hinges.
hey! you forgot
to set my azimuth
brake. I’m outta
control here!

Turn off the FLIR before you turn off system power. If the FLIR is left on, the
next time you start the Avenger a power surge could damage it. Sometimes the entire
FLIR must be replaced. Double-check that the FLIR is off before starting the Avenger.
Use the protective caps. Too many units leave the FLIR and standard vehicle
mounted launcher (SVML) wide open to rain and dirt. They can suffer thousands of
dollars in damage that could be prevented with these inexpensive caps:
• FLIR protective cap, NSN 5855-01-441-3189. The cap for the new CMC FLIR is not
available. Fashion a replacement out of styrofoam.
• Rear launcher caps, NSN 5340-00-855-7993
• Front launcher caps, NSN 5340-00-157-5624
Use all protective
• Caps for launcher pressure gauge holes, NSN 5340-01-348-6514
caps and order
• Cryogenic port caps inside the SVLM, NSN 5340-01-466-1897

extras in case you
lose them

Caps for the launcher electrical ports
no longer have an NSN, but you can
order them on a DD Form 1348-6 using
PN 495-500005 and CAGE 15090.
When your Avenger is going to sit in
the motor pool, install the SVML caps
from inside the launcher. That way
they won’t fall out and disappear. But
in the field, install them from outside
so they can blow off if you forget to
remove them for firing.
The bustle box is a good place to
store the caps.

Repairmen, remember to disconnect the W80 cable before removing the turret.
If you forget, get ready to explain to your CO why that expensive cable was ripped out.
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Be Your Own Inspector

M16-Series Rifle,
M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Charging handle: Won’t lock in
forward position; latch broken

Selector lever:
Stuck; won’t
hold position

Handguards: Cracks longer
than one inch or that run into
handguard retaining flange; heat
shields rattle while handguards
installed; heat shields missing; all
three front retaining tabs missing

Barrel: Bulged;
bore badly pitted

Upper receiver: Cracked or badly
dented; locking lugs chipped

Flash suppressor:
loose, busted
Bayonet stud: Broken

Chamber: Pitted

Bolt catch: Won’t hold
bolt and carrier open

Ejection port cover: Loose,
missing; won’t close

Rear sight: Ears bent; windage
drum damaged; detent stuck

Firing pin retaining pin:
Bent, broken or missing

Magazine catch button:
No spring tension; won’t
hold magazine

Forward assist assembly: No
spring tension or moves rough

Magazine: Dirty or rusty; tube
dented or weak; won’t seat in
magazine well; follower stuck
or has weak spring tension

Front pivot pin and rear takedown
pin: Either pin is difficult to move
or can be removed from rifle; pins
won’t lock open or closed
Buffer assembly: Retainer won’t hold;
buffer badly corroded, cracked

Buttstock: Stock turns, loose, separated from lower receiver;
swivel busted; butt plate or screw missing; any deep cuts or
breaks or any cracks longer than one inch near the receiver
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Front sight:
Loose, bent;
detent and
post stuck

When you check out your M16 rifle or
M4 carbine, look for these problems…

38

Cam pin:
Cracked or
missing

Firing
pin:
Cracked,
blunted,
missing
Bolt carrier: Body cracked,
badly corroded

Lower receiver:
Cracked

Carrier key: Cracked, loose, badly corroded;
gas port clogged, carrier and key screws
sheared off, missing

Trigger mechanism: Hammer
does not engage sear, lockrelease levers or trigger

APR 14

Bolt: Cracked; face badly pitted;
locking lugs chipped or burred; rings
bent or distorted or spaced wrong;
bolt slides easily into carrier
Extractor: Spring weak; insert not
inside spring; claw damaged; pin bad

Ejector:
Won’t
work;
stuck
in bolt;
weak
spring

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Mortars…

MK 19 Machine Gun…

COEI Items Missing from TM

Paint
by the
Rules

wait a darned minute!
where are my sight bracket
and feed throat?!

keep that
paint away
from me!

uh-oh.
I haven’t been
paying attention
to them!

paint keeps you
from spotting
my problems!

and that’s

dangerous!

Some mortar units are painting their mortars, usually with camouflage colors. That’s
not a good idea.
Paint can make it hard to accurately
inspect the mortar for problems. You
could end up firing a mortar that’s
unsafe for firing.
The only painting allowed is
what’s specifically mentioned in the
field maintenance sections of the
mortars’ TMs. For example, if the
white lines used for alignment on the
M120A1 mortar are chipped or faded,
you can touch them up following the
instructions in WP 0035-4 of TM
9-1015-256-13&P (Aug 12).
Otherwise, leave the paint brush
at home.

Only white
alignment
lines can be
touched up
with paint

If you have any mortar questions, call DSN 786-1220, (586) 282-1220, or email:
usarmydetroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-mortar-systems@mail.mil
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Dear Editor,
MWO 9-1010-230-50-1 added an adjustable sight bracket, NSN 124001-515-3767, to the MK 19 machine gun. But the bracket was never added
to the components of end item (COEI) in TM 9-1010-230-10.
The feed throat
assembly, NSN 1010Adjustable sight bracket
01-149-5468, is also
not listed in the COEI.
Both these parts
are required for the
MK 19 to function, but
because they’re not
listed as COEI, units
aren’t keeping track
of them. They end up
lost. The bracket costs
Feed throat assembly
$652 to replace and
the feed throat $226.
I suggest that units
treat the bracket and
feed throat as COEI
and start accounting
for them. I’ve submitted
a DA Form 2028 to
have them officially
added to the COEI.
SSG Michael Blaz
340th BSB
CAARNG
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Editor’s note: It could be some time before the TM
is revised, so units can save some money by writing
in the items on WP 0040-2.
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MK 19 Machine Gun…

I’m not gonna stop
runNing until you
agreE to Drop BOTH my
charging handles!

Dropping
Just oNe
handle can
Damage me!

The Rundown on
Stopping Runaways

M1135
NBCRV
Stryker…

PM Strikes Down
Stryker Problems

little Problems
won’t become big
problems if you
remember a bit of
PM On your M1135
NBCRV Stryker.

thanks,
Bonnie!

Both the MK 19 machine gun’s TM 9-1010-230-10 and -23&P say the way to stop a
runaway MK 19 is to lower one of the charging handles.
Unfortunately, that method can
damage the bolt, charger housing
or charger assembly. So the most
effective and safest way to stop a
runaway is to lower both charging
handles. Also lower both charging
handles while doing the function
test during PMCS.
One way to definitely not stop a
runaway MK 19 is trying to break
the ammo belt. That can seriously
Lower both charging handles to stop runaway MK 19
injure your hands.

Attention Snipers!
if you use
the XM107
long range
sniper rifle
or the M110
semiautomatic
sniper system,
listen up!

All XM107s should have been converted to the M107 by now. If you still have an XM107,
turn it in ASAP. An XM107 is stamped XM107. If it has been upgraded, the X will be lined out.
All M110s with serial numbers below 1000 should have had their trigger assemblies
replaced. If yours hasn’t, turn it in. If you’re not sure if the trigger has been replaced, contact
TACOM’s David Tipp at DSN 786-1256, (586) 282-1256, or email: david.l.tipp2.civ@mail.mil
You can also get turn-in instructions for both systems by contacting Mr. Tipp.
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Fight moisture. If you leave your Stryker shut up for weeks in high humidity
areas, you’ll find a nasty situation when you open it back up. Mildew can quickly
take over and create your worst cleaning nightmare. And corrosion gets a chance to
do major damage, too.
The best way to fight moisture
whadaya
now I’ve
Phew!
is to open up your NBCRV
expect after
got major
what is
Stryker at least weekly and run
leaving me
mildew
that
shut up for
Problems!
smeLl?!
the air conditioning. That will
three weeks?
dry out most moisture.
Some units take the extra
precaution of leaving a container
of dessicant out of the way
inside the Stryker. Dessicant
costs just a few dollars, but can
save you lots of work and repair.
Remember dessicant needs to be
changed monthly to do its job.
See Pages 58-59 of PS 675 (Feb 09) for a complete list of desiccant NSNs:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2009/675/675-58-59.pdf
Use the TM’s PMCS checklist when checking fluids. There are seven different
fluid checks and it’s easy to miss one unless you have the checklist in hand. The
transfer case is missed often.
I know
your fluid
checks
like the
back of mY
hand!

then why did
you miss my
transfer case
last time?
use the TM!
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60K-BTU IECU…
Go slow with axle oil.
Pour in axle oil slowly
because it’s very easy to
overfill the axle. Then
you have to drain out the
excess or risk busted
seals.

Cover Keeps It Clean

Hoo! I sure
{cough}
could use
some {cough
COUgH} help
out here!

I know
just the
thing!

/\/\/\/\/

what’d
he say?

\/\/\/\

He said
“Thanks!”

\/\\//\/\

Extend reach for sampling
system. Reaching the guide fork for
the double wheel sampling system
can be difficult even for averagesized Soldiers. For a shorter Soldier,
it can be practically impossible. Make
the job easier by tying a piece of 550
cord, NSN 4020-00-014-6699, to the
release pin of the guide forks.
Tie cord to release pin to help with guide fork

H

Got CBRN Questions?
CBRN-IRC Has Answers
hello,

cbrn-Irc? I’ve
got a filter
problem…

PS 737

…and I
heard you’re
the guys to
go to.

I

f you have questions about any CBRN
item or program, you need to get
acquainted with the CBRN-Information
Resource Center (IRC).
CBRN-IRC is the single point of entry
for all CBRN questions for the Joint
Program Executive Office for Chemical and
Biological Defense (JPEO-CBD). Its staff is
ready to answer your questions 24/7.
To contact CBRN-IRC, email:
cbrn.irc@us.army.mil
You can also call (309) 782-7349, DSN
793-7349, or toll-free (800) 831-4408. In
Germany, call 0130810280 and in South
Korea, call 0078-14-800-0335.
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elp your 60,000-BTU improved environmental control unit (IECU), NSN 412001-543-0741, withstand the elements. Order the new protective vinyl cover, NSN
4130-01-618-4810, and captured storage bag, NSN 8105-01-618-9916.
When the IECU’s not in use, put the vinyl cover over the condenser fan to keep
debris from collecting in the condenser (top) section. An IECU free of debris is less
likely to get damaged or perform poorly. The cover also blocks rain or snow from
soaking or icing components stored in the condenser section.
Vinyl cover keeps out debris

Before you run the IECU, fold the vinyl cover and stow it in the
storage bag. The bag is attached (captured) to the side of the IECU.
When you’re finished running the IECU, put the cover back on.

PS 737
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storage
bag
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SINCGARS Vehicular Radio…

hey,
what’s with
the box?

Connectors
need a
gentle
touch

it’s for jones
over there.
any minute now,
he’s gonna need to
ship his sINCGARS
off to support to
remove a broken
connector pin.

darn this
&*#$% cable!
why won’t it
go in!?

E

asy does it when you connect and disconnect the radio frequency cable, NSN 599501-304-2026, on your SINCGARS vehicular radio. Rough handling can break off the
cable’s connector pins.
If a pin gets stuck and breaks off inside the RT’s antenna connector or the power
amplifier’s J2 connector, you’ll have to take your SINCGARS to higher level
maintenance to extract the pin.
The same caution applies to the CG-3855/VRC radio frequency cable, which
connects the power amplifier to the vehicular antenna. If you’re rough, the connector
pin could break off and get stuck inside the power amplifier’s J1 connector.

Here’s the
correct way
to connect
the cables…

1. Line up the keyhole on the cable connector with
the key on the RT’s antenna connector or the
power amplifier’s J1 or J2 connector.
Line up
keyhole
with key

…breaks connector pins

Rough handling…

2. Push the cable connector straight in.
3. Turn the cable connector clockwise until it doesn’t
move any farther.
I don’t
think I can
take another
beating!

I’m
breakable,
y’know!

remember…

PS 737
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and Here’s the correct
way to disconnect the
cables…

…tAke iT
Slow and
gentle.
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easy
does it!

PS 737

1. Turn the cable connector counter-clockwise until
the keyhole on the cable connector lines up with
the key.
2. Pull the cable connector straight out and off.

don’t
rush…

…and
don’t yank
my cable!
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Modular Sleeping Bag System…

To Sleep, Perchance

to Dream

I’ve just GOT
to get me a new
sleeping bag!

You just can’t get a
good night’s sleep when
you’re not comfortable.

Get the X-long
MSBS with NSN
8465-01-551-9876.
it includes…

You can
also order
the MSBS
components
individually…

Get the regularsized MSBS with NSN
8465-01-547-2757. it
includes…

That’s why you
should order the
modular sleeping bag
system (MSBS).

• the regular-sized
patrol sleeping
bag, intermediate
cold weather
sleeping bag and
bivy cover
• both the large and
small stuff sacks

48

• the X-long patrol
sleeping bag,
intermediate cold
weather sleeping
bag and bivy
cover
• both the large and
small stuff sacks
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Item
Patrol
sleeping bag
Patrol
sleeping bag
Intermediate
cold weather
sleeping bag
Intermediate
cold weather
sleeping bag

Length/Size

Color

NSN 8465-

Regular

Foliage green

01-547-2706

X-long

Foliage green

01-547-2712

Regular

Urban gray

01-547-2694

X-long

Urban gray

01-547-2697

Bivy cover

Regular

Bivy cover

X-long

Stuff sack
Stuff sack

Large
Small

Universal camouflage
pattern (top)/
foliage green
(bottom ground sheet)
Universal camouflage
pattern (top)/
foliage green
(bottom ground sheet)
Foliage green
Foliage green

01-547-2644

01-547-2651
01-547-2670
01-547-2656
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You can use
the components
separately or
together.

Laundry
Advanced
Systems…

Their colors
match well with the
universal camouflage
pattern.

dude,
check it out!
the door’s
wide open!

• The bivy cover
is waterproof,
breathable and
wind-resistant. Its
seams are heat
sealed.

• The small stuff
sack is also made
of water-repellent
nylon. It can
hold any two of
the three MSBS
components.

• The lightweight
patrol sleeping
bag provides
cold weather
protection from
30-50°F.

{ugh}… I
wish someone
had closed
my enclosure
doors!

T

he laundry
advanced system
(LADS) has three
enclosures:
• main control
• inverter
• heating
system
Keep the doors to these enclosures shut tight. Here’s
why:
An open door is an invitation for fine dirt and sand to
settle on electrical and electronic components and contacts.
That can block electric current or cause components to
overheat. Either way, it can shut down the LADS. The
problem is especially bad in areas with lots of fine dust and
sand. They can collect in very tight places.
So, keep the main control and heating system doors
closed.

• The intermediate
cold weather
sleeping bag
provides
cold weather
protection from
10-30°F.

Inverter Enclosure

Together, the patrol sleeping bag, the intermediate cold
weather sleeping bag and the bivy cover provide extreme cold
weather protection in temperatures as low as -20°F.
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all right!

we can
crash
here!

• The large stuff
sack is made of
water-repellent
nylon. It can hold
both the patrol
sleeping bag and
the intermediate
cold weather
sleeping bag as
well as the bivy
cover.

PS 737
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During operation, do this to the inverter enclosure:
• Make sure the main door is closed.
• Open the air inlet door and air outlet door. Keep
these doors open to get rid of heat. If you close
them duing operation, heat can shut down the
inverters.
And if you find sand inside any of the enclosures, use a vacuum, brush, cloth or can of
compressed air to get rid of it.
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Stick With
Official Army TMs

Publications…

Hey, buddy!
a guy on this
forum I visit
got me this copy
of the MRAP
TM I’ve been
looking for to
fix you up right!

When TMs Vanish
Hey!
Where
are you
going?

I’m being
rescinded.
Hmm… I
dunno… any
unofficial TM
might end up
causing me
more problems
than it solves!

y’know,
there’s a list
of official
sources for
Army pubs…
I think I saw
it in PS!

The Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) is the official designated repository for

We know it’s frustrating when you’re looking for a TM, only to find out it’s been
rescinded. That’s when it’s tempting to use search engines to find an old version.
But if a TM was rescinded without a replacement, there’s a reason. One reason may
be that the equipment is obsolete. We know some units have older equipment they
need to keep running. If that’s the case, contact the LCMC overseeing that specific
equipment for current PMCS guidance instead of using obsolete or rescinded TMs.
Here’s another suggestion: Try hitting up your region’s TACOM logistics assistance
representative (LAR) for guidance. Check out our TACOM LAR helpline article on
Pages 48-49 in PS 734 (Jan 14):
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2014/734/734-48-49.pdf
To find active, official TMs for most of the equipment you read about in PS, visit
LOGSA’s ETM website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/
Questions or need help finding a TM? Contact LOGSA’s tech pubs ETM Customer
Service toll-free at (800) 270-1409, or email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.logetm@mail.mil
Agency

Army equipment technical manuals (TMs), including electronic and interactive
technical manuals (ETMs/IETMs). LOGSA is the go-to place when you need TMs
for most kinds of equipment you read about in PS.
In fact, there are only a few official Army publication websites. We stress this
fact because too many people are still getting pubs from unauthorized sources, like
unofficial forums or commercial websites.

Army Publishing
Directorate

Publications from unofficial websites might be draft versions, outdated or missing
critical info. Unofficial TMs may have errors that might result in an accident or
injury. Visiting unapproved websites can even put computers at risk.
But most important of all, official Army pubs are DA-authenticated. That means
the Army stands behind their contents. That’s important, especially when it comes
to safety. Stick to the safe roads when it comes to pubs—don’t wander into
unapproved lanes.

Logistics Support
Activity

Why It Matters

PS 737
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Training and
Doctrine Command

Official Sources for Army Publications
NSN
ForItem
Where
Administrative
departmental
pubs and forms
Training and
doctrine pubs
(except engineering
& medical)
Technical and
equipment pubs
(except engineering
& medical)

UI

http://www.apd.army.mil/

http://www.tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/index.htm
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/
Email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.logetm@mail.mil

Corps of Engineers

Engineering pubs
(except
administrative)

http://armypubs.army.mil/eng/index.html
http://www.publications.usace.army.mil/
Email: hqpublications@usace.army.mil

Medical Command

Medical pubs
(except
administrative)

http://armypubs.army.mil/med/
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DA Form 2404…

Think Ink

Maintenance Management…

Not so fast,
lead-head.
Only ink is
allowed on
the official
form.

Hey, lemme
at it! I’ve
got a lot
to say!

The Lowdown on Shop Stock
Well, Smitty, I
say that SsA’s too
far away from us.
that means We caN
set up our own
shop stock.

Yep. A few
feet closer
and we might
have been
co-located.

Hold on,
you two!
Co-located
means up to
an hour’s
drive away.

You’ll need your
commander’s
approval before
setting up your
own shop stock
here.

Dear Half-Mast,
Some motor pool mechanics, inspectors and QA folks say it’s OK to use a
pencil to fill out DA Form 2404, Equipment Inspection and Maintenance
Worksheet. But DA Pam 750-8, The Army Maintenance Management
System (TAMMS) Users Manual, says a pencil can only be used when
special instructions allow. Is it OK to fill out 2404s with a pencil?
							

Mr. S.P.

Dear Mr. S.P.,
A working draft of DA Form 2404 may
be filled out with a pencil or your writing
instrument of choice. But only blue or black
ink, handwritten or typed, should be used
for the official form of record.
Watch for the updated version of
DA Pam 750-8, The Army Maintenance
Management System (TAMMS) Users
Manual, coming in 2014. You’ll find
additional procedures and forms
guidance in that publication.
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ance of Supplies and Equipment), states in Paragraph 3-6 (2)(a) that: “Shop stocks will be
maintained when a maintenance provider organization is not co-located with a supply
support activity (SSA). Separate shop stocks are not authorized for maintenance provider
organizations and elements when maintenance personnel have prompt, secure, ‘walkup’
access to SSA stocks.”
The term co-located has caused some confusion in the field. Units assume that it means
they must be located adjacent to or in close proximity to an SSA to get shop stocks there.
As long as a unit is in the same location (at the installation or forward operating base) or
within a reasonable driving distance from an SSA if located off-base (generally a 60-minute
drive), then they are considered co-located.
Units that still believe they need separate shop stock must get their commander’s approval
first. Normally, separate shop stock is only authorized for units that are deploying, deployed
or have long separations from SSA support, such as TDA or National Guard/Reserve units
that are not in the same vicinity as an SSA.
HQDA’s planned July 2014 rapid action review of AR 750-1 will include an update that
better explains shop stock guidance. To review the current pub, visit:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r750_1.pdf
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The September 2013 revision of AR 750-1, Army Materiel Maintenance Policy (Mainten-
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Safety…

fight fire with
common sense first

Fires can be
devastating.
Property and
personnel
losses hurt.

Soldiers, it’s part of
your mission to look
for fire hazards around
your work environment.

But in too many
cases, the fire
was preventable.

Here
are some
keys to
preventing
fires…

Leaders, follow
the risk management
process outlined in
FM 5-19, Composite Risk
Management (Aug 2006),
to find and eliminate
problems before
disaster hits.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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• Practice good housekeeping. Don’t let
trash and waste materials pile up in work
areas. Empty trash bins regularly.
• Keep shop areas tidy. Oil and gasoline
dripping from vehicles may collect and
ignite under certain conditions, so check
floors and spot-clean often.
• Store or dispose of oily rags in covered
metal containers.
• Don’t allow clutter to build around exits
and stairways.
• Keep fire doors closed as directed.
Make sure exits are clearly marked
and accessible.
• Follow TMs and SOPs to prevent
equipment overload.
• Follow manufacturer’s instructions when
maintaining equipment. Read Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) or Safety Data
Sheets (SDS) before using petroleum, oil
or lubricant (POL) products.
• Examine electrical equipment regularly
for problems like damaged cords or
worn insulation.  
• Don’t overload outlets. Never force
circuit breakers to stay in the ON
position. Everyone should watch for
signs of electrical malfunctions, but
only qualified, authorized personnel
should do electrical repairs.
• Hazardous liquids like gasoline, oil and
paint are commonly found in or near
motor pools and must be stored properly.
Other flammables include brake fluid,
varnish, paint thinner and lighter fluid.
Understand the risks of any materials
you handle. They may be combustible,
flammable, explosive and/or reactive.
Read labels and the MSDS/SDS for
more information.  
• Smoke only in designated outdoor areas.
Smoking in unauthorized areas like
storage rooms has caused serious fires.
Do not empty ashtrays in trash bins until
smoking materials are cold.
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Make PS Your Battle Buddy

Make sure all personnel are familiar with the fire prevention
SOP and that it addresses the following at a minimum…

Not yet, little
buddy. But don’t
worry, you’ll know
when we arrive,
‘cause I’ll need
you first thing.

-- Personnel actions and individual tasks in the event of a fire,
including who is responsible for shutting down equipment or
operations before departing the area.
-- Where the fire alarm is located and how to activate it.
-- Different types of fires and the correct extinguishers to use on
each kind.

Are we
there yet?
Are we
there yet?

T

-- Where fire extinguishers are located and how to use them.
-- How to use fire emergency equipment such as fire blankets, hoses
or sprinklers.
-- Where personnel should meet up for a head count after leaving
the work area during an emergency.
For more information on fire prevention
and how you can improve your unit’s
safety program, visit the US Army Combat
Readiness/Safety Center website:

Besides
reading
the print
magazine,
be sure to
check out
our online
offerings,
like hot
topics, blog
and Facebook
pages,
to stay upto-date on
maintenance
and supply
topics.

https://safety.army.mil
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he Army is constantly changing and so is every Soldier’s role. Field maintenance
is transferring back to units. Most units will soon repair their own maintenance
significant items (MSIs).
MSIs include end items, assemblies, components and any other system that needs
maintenance. Units used to transfer these items from their property book to AMC
when they deployed. It was called left-behind equipment.
Now it’s known as unit-maintained equipment (UME). The name says it all!
Bottom line is UME puts Soldiers back in the motor pools. And that’s why it’s more
important than ever to keep or get PS back in your hands.
PS is your battle buddy on many fronts. We give the latest word on vital
maintenance and supply information. Keeping PS at your fingertips and following
our guidance keeps your UME ready to go at a moment’s notice.
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PS Magazine Hot Topics
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/topics.cfm
PS Magazine/Half-Mast Blog
http://halfmastpsmag.wordpress.com
Half-Mast on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/halfmast.mccanick
PS Magazine on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/pages/
PS-Magazine141942029159748
PS Magazine/Half-Mast on Twitter
https://twitter.com/HalfMastPSMag
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FMs Change to TMs
If you’ve been looking for FM 4-20.198, Multiservice Helicopter sling Load: Single-Point Load
Rigging Procedures, and FM 4-20.199, Multiservice Helicopter Sling Load: Dual-Point Load
Rigging Procedures, you won’t find them. Those FMs have changed to TM 4-48.10 and TM 4-48.11
respectively. You can find them on the APD website:
http://armypubs.army.mil/doctrine/Active_TM.html

M1083A1P2 FMTV Door Window

XCK2000/E1 Trailer Crank Handle

Get a new passenger-side door window for
your M1083A1P2 FMTV with NSN 2510-01569-4229. Make a note until this NSN appears
as Item 12 in Figs 41 and 1041 of TM 9-2320333-14&P (EM 0294).

Get a crank handle for your XCK2000/E1
7 1/2-ton containerized kitchen trailer with
NSN 5340-01-623-7876. Add this NSN to the
parts info for Item 3 in Fig 18A of TM 9-2330328-14&P (Dec 01, w/Ch 1, Feb 06).

FMTV Interconnecting Box NSN Change
The interconnecting box, NSN 5895-01-528-1514, listed in the
FMTV IETMs contains software that works only with MRAP
vehicles. To get the interconnecting box with the right software
for your FMTV, order NSN 5895-01-591-7887. The interconnecting
box is listed as Item 95 in Figs 49, 1049, 2049 and Item 94 in Fig
3049 of TM 9-2320-391-14&P (IETM EM 0195, Mar 09). It’s also
listed as Item 56 in Figs 14 and 1014 of TM 9-2320-333-14&P (IETM
EM 0294, Jun 12). Make a note until those IETMs are updated.

Kiowa Warrior

Ground Wheel Tires
Need a replacement tire
for one of your Kiowa
Warrior aircraft’s ground
wheels? NSN 2620-00277-5398 brings a tire
that’s strong enough to
support your aircraft.

SASMO DCO Training
All Army Sustainment Automation Support Management Offices (SASMOs) are invited to attend
a remote training session via Defense Connect Online (DCO) on 24 Apr 14, from 0800 to 1200
EST. The training is co-hosted by HQDA G-46, CASCOM, SEC Lee and PM GCSS-Army. The goal is
to provide SASMOs with the required networking, software, and hardware support skills they
can use to help units meet their operational requirements. This training session includes current
Sustainment Information Systems (SIS) and Global Combat Support System-Army (GCSS-Army).
For more info, see the HQDA G-4 website at:
http://www.army.mil/info/organization/unitsandcommands/dcs/g-4/

GCSS-Army Reminder

Join GCSS-Army Worldwide

Remember to check the GCSS-Army website
for alerts, updated fielding and training
schedules and other important info. Visit:
https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

The next HQDA G-4 GCSS-Army Worldwide
Program Update is slated for 30 April 14.
Check the GCSS-Army website for the specific
time and details on how to join the discussion
on SKN Live:
http://gcss.army.mil
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PLS Mud Flap Hanger Kit
Get a mud flap hanger kit for your M1074A1 and M1075A1 palletized loading system (PLS) with
NSN 5340-01-615-0030. It has just been added as Item 6 in Fig 615 of TM 9-2320-319-13&P in IETM
EM 0298 (Mar 10). The kit contains two mud flaps, brackets and clips to attach the mud flaps to
both the left and right side of your truck. Also, the right-hand mud flap bracket, NSN 5340-01570-2929, shown as Item 17, has been replaced with NSN 2590-01-614-9767.

HMMWV LED Headlight
Headache Is Handled

FRS Tier III Engine
Coolant Sensor

Mechanics, has your unit ordered a HMMWV LED
headlight, NSN 6220-10-586-4949, only to have it
rejected by the supply system? TACOM LCMC says the
NSN was mistakenly cancelled without replacement
when it was combined with another headlight NSN.
You can avoid those cancellations by ordering the
LED headlight with NSN 6220-01-616-1079.

Get a new low coolant sensor and
harness for your M7 forward repair
system’s Tier III engine with NSN 593001-620-1123. NSN 2910-01-514-0233,
which is shown as Item 1 in Fig 59 of
TM 9-4940-568-24P, is the sensor and
harness for the Tier II engine.

Where to Find MSDS
Need the material safety data sheet (MSDS) for a product or item you’re using or shipping? The
Defense Logistic Agency’s (DLA) Hazardous Materials Information Resource System keeps all of
DOD’s MSDS on file. You’ll also find transportation, logistics, disposal and safety and health data.
Check it out:
https://www.logisticsinformationservice.dla.mil/hmirs/default.asp
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I’m the whole
deal. Just shake
me up and I
clean, lube and
preserve. I’m onestop maintenance.

CLP
versus
LSA &
LAW

We’re just
lubricants, but
we try hard!

Before you use
us, you need to
first clean your
weapon.

I’m happy
with all you
guys. I just
want to be
cleaned and
lubed.
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